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How did iPhone 4 cause Apple stocks to decrease? The iPhone 4 caused Apple stocks to 

decline for various reasons. Even though hearsay and unfocused conjecture around the iPhone 4 

reception difficulty reshuffle is very hard, a few off-putting pieces of news have grown a toehold 

and those reports made Apple stock to drop off.  

One of them, Apple has a number of troubles caused due to one specific report and in 

Mercury News story. The "Antenna gap" issue caused dropped calls which were experienced by 

some Apple owners. Because of every single one have heard by currently, the high-ranking 

organization Consumer Reports come across at the iPhone 4 and determined that it possibly 

would not suggest that customers purchase it as a result of the issues adjoining the "demise" 

effect that may perhaps be affected by the latest model's antenna. Since Apple stock prices slid 

around 5 percent after the reports came out about the Consumer Reports opinion, it has become 

clear that the glossy magazine's view has had a bad outcome on shareholders smallest amount. 

According to the authoritative Consumer Reports organization, "The phone is flawed and the 

manufacturer's stock prices slide." (Michael W Jones, 2010) 

Another reason is that there is a problem in data signal in new iPhone 4. A hardware 

expert CW Mike said that new iPhone 4 has a difficulty in call information and data signal which 

is a basis in fact.  Afterward, Apple acknowledged that poor signal may occur due to holding and 

it would become problematical making and keeping calls or retaining data connection. Some 

deteriorating antenna reception occurs as a result of a gripping any phone and with certain places 

of poorer quality due to the antenna's defective arrangement. All wireless phones have same fact 

of life. Apple Company declared in an announcement concern about quite a few media outlets, 

they will run tests. "If you ever practice this on your iPhone 4, avoid gripping it in the lower left 

corner in a way that covers both sides of the black strip in the metal band, or merely use one of 
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many available cases." (W Johnson 2010) On Apple iPhone 4 support forum in a series of less 

than 400 messages posted to a string and a reception problem has confirmed by latest iPhone 

owners. Antenna design company post a blog and explains "The reception problems are probably 

the direct result of phone design adapting to FCC requirements" (Watson, 2010) 

 Two main ideas have been found concerning flaws in iPhone 4 to diminish apple stock. 

One is experiencing dropping calls because of antenna gap issues and another is there is a 

problem in data signal have expressed the similar defect about iPhone. As they complained about 

antenna gap issues and data signal difficulty, the two causes are analogous to each other. 

 In conclusion, as some Apple users experienced poor calls due to antenna difficulty and 

several reports has come out in media based on users opinion, Apple stock dropping off is going 

on as a consequence of few negative issues on antenna problem. 
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